
Last week we caught up with defending world and Drug Aware Pro champion Tyler Wright to find 
out all about how she took her game to the next level. Now let’s hear from the effervescent South 
Coaster on all things Western Australia, and how 
she plans on defending her crown.

Tyler, Margaret River was your second win in 
three events last year, was that when things 
started to feel good for you? Not really. From 
the start I knew what I’d set out to do, and what 
was required of me, I just had to get out there 
and do it. The hard part was getting to that point 
of finally getting my head around going for a 
world title, and after that I was gonna damn well 
go for a world title! From that point on it felt 
like it got easier and easier as the year went on. 
Margaret River felt like a continuation of all the tiny details and hard work coming together. A lot 
of people don’t see the finer points, but for me that’s where a lot of the satisfaction comes from.  
 
You’re from the South Coast of New South Wales, a beautiful part of the country with lots 
of wide open spaces and powerful reef breaks. You must feel right at home competing in 
Margaret River then? Absolutely! Margaret River is such a powerful wave and I feel incredible 
comfortable out there. I’ve been surfing the wave since I was 14, first in the Aussie titles, then 
when it was a Qualifying Series event, and now that it’s on the world tour.

How did you go in the Aussie titles as a 14-year-old? Good! I think I won?

Have you ever surfed The Box? What are your thoughts on surfing heats out there? I haven’t 
surfed out there, but I definitely wouldn’t say no to surfing out there. To be honest I don’t think 
my skills are perfectly matched up, my brothers happily tell me that all the time! I’d recruit Owen 
and (younger brother) Michael to sit in the channel for sure. Owen is a lot more calculated, 
Michael is the crazier one, so they’d balance each other out pretty well. 

That wave is a level 10 slab, and to be honest I’m not sure if I’m at a level 10 yet, but a heat is the 
best time to surf any place. You’ve got the line up to yourself so can be more calculated, you 
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don’t have to take risks, all the water patrol are right there and the caddies are in the channel. I’ve 
watched Owen surf it, and he’s pretty handy out there, so I’ll take it on for sure.

Who are your threats for the title this year? I think all the girls are surfing really well. As for 
threats, I don’t really see it that way at all. I appreciate and respect what all of the other girls do, 
but I do my own thing and am very content and comfortable in my own realm. What the other 
girls are doing really doesn’t come into my equation, if that makes sense? Everyone is on their 
own program, and I’ve probably taken a lot more from Owen and Michael over the years than 
any of the other girls, but I’ve found my own natural rhythm and pace and am pretty happy with 
that. I’ve got my own stuff I want to get on with.

How was your break? It was great! I went to the snow in Colorado and had a really good time, 
but beyond that I surfed a lot, and hung at the beach a lot, and it was great.

Ready to do it all again this year? Sure! I wasn’t 
really that tired after it all to be honest. I usually am, 
but at the end of last year I was fine. It was great to 
be able to get the tour year done and then get right 
back into surfing, because there are so many things 
I want to work on. So that’s what I did! Surfed and 
surfed some more, napped three hours in a day, 
slept-in late and ate what I wanted, then I’d train 
and run heats, surf with Mikey, you name it. I was in 
my perfect zone of being content, not too much or 
too little of anything. Moderation is always key, so 
that’s what I did. 

The window for the first World Tour event of the year, the Quiksilver and Roxy Pros, starts this 
week, on Tuesday March 14. The Drug Aware Pro is the second World Tour event in 2017, with a 
window that runs from March 29 to April 9. 

World Surf League action is back, and the countdown is on for its return to Western Australia. Log 
on to http://www.worldsurfleague.com for all of the action from the Aussie leg, and stay tuned to 
The Down South Down Low for twice-weekly updates of all things Drug Aware Pro.

Chris Binns for The Down South Down Low - T: @binnsie9779 - I: @binnstagram 
If you, or someone close to you, needs help call the Alcohol and Drug Support Line on 9442 5000 or visit drugaware.com.au.
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